Art gallery is being built by GARY CHRISTIANSON
An outdoor art gallery will be constructed this spring on a concrete patio area between the Computer Science Building and Engineering West. The all-weather display area is being planned and built by architecture students and will be finished in time for Poly Royal in May.

Actual construction work is getting underway this week under the Student Affairs Council loan funds which were approved for the project with $0.10. The money will cover all the raw materials according to Ken Nunn, a third year architecture student. He has spearheaded the design project. Nunn is the chairman of the group called the Space Architecture and Environmental Design Poly Royal Organization. The organization wanted a project that would involve architectural students and that everyone could use, according to Nunn.

The gallery display walls will have concrete bases and frames, and display panels which will be movable so they can be placed in attractive groupings. One or more of the display panels will have a bubble top for the benefit of outdoor viewing.

The planning and design for the project was carried out by the third year architecture practice class under Mr. Nunn's direction. Other architecture practice classes will also become involved in the project at a later date.

Frames into which concrete will be poured are being built this week and the pouring of concrete is expected to begin before the end of the week. The gallery will be semi-permanent and the display panels will not be fastened down. The panels will have heavy concrete bases.

The design includes protection from not only rain but from wind and sun. Specifically, to be les than the top half of the display panels will be glazed to keep the panels and the concrete bases from breaking down. Some of the display panels could be used outdoors, rolled up Daily or used permanently in the Computer Science building.

The location of the gallery was selected after a study conducted by students during that many (continued on page 9).

Dancers perform nostalgic numbers by JAMES C. STEVENSON

The "Art of Dancing" will be the theme of the annual dance concert presented by The Women's Recreation Association of Cal Poly on Friday, March 8.

Seventeen different dance numbers, ranging from two to eight-and-a-half minutes in length, will be presented by a cast of 75 dancers. The program will open with the presentation of the Minuet. Originated in France, this dance became the most popular dance in the 17th century, according to Mrs. Moon Jo Bliss, the concert director and choreographer for the Minuet production.

Guest performers include dancers from Paul Jackson's Blue Room of Dance in San Luis Obispo, Oceana College students, and San Luis Obispo High School students doing a dance they call "Physical comedian." Some of the dance numbers performed by the students will include "Where were you in 67," a nostalgic look at home in the early sixties, "Vive O'Clock World," a satire on the independent role of men and women today, and the finale, "Tenth Avenue," an eight-and-a-half minute number also choreographed by Mrs. Bliss.

The complete dance show will begin at 8 p.m. in the campus Theatre. General admission will be $2.00 per person. The public is invited to attend.

Poly royalty to be chosen

The queen of the 49th annual Poly Royal celebrations will be chosen this evening in University Union 307.

The twelve candidates, representing various campus organizations, will be judged on poise and personality during the coronation, scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m. Members of the Poly Royal Executive Board, student representatives and special guests will be judging the contestants.

Kotke presents guitar mastery by BLAIR HEERING

Leo Kotke assuesday Basulto, the artists (in descending order) playing, writing and singing, you can judge them for yourself this Saturday at 8 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium. Be forewarned, however, his guitar mastery will probably overwhelm whatever else you may leave the concert talking about him.

Kotke has just begun a rise from the underground with his latest album on Capitol Records, Leo Water. Up to this time, he's been well-known by a few acoustic guitar enthusiasts, a small number of other followers, and those acquainted with "Machine No. 1," the best known number from his repertoire.

Bluegrass and folk music inspired Leo while he was growing up in Athens, Georgia during the sixties. "Listening to people like Earl 

"Listening to people like Earl Scruggs, the Kingston Trio and Jmma Hadcock," he recalls. "In high school, I started listening to people like Pete Seeger, Don Reno and Red Foley." Kotke

Kotke has picked up. I'm definitely self-taught which has some disadvantages, like the fact that I've played for myself so much I'm nervous to learn a lot of stuff I should know.

Kotke knows his instrument however, and he knows it as few other musicians do. His solo guitar work is simply stunning, while the sounds he can produce from a twelve-string approach are orchestral proportions. There's a flowing richness to all his music.

No other albums as major labels (Capitol Records, appropriately enough, and Symposium Records), Kotke sent tapes of his music to John Fahey, businessman of Takoma Records and himself an accomplished guitarist. Fahey was suitably impressed with everything but Kotke's voice, and Leo was signed to Takoma to subsequently record an instrumental album.

A fourth album bearing the release of that "Chumash" two albums-Midnight Sun, Ohio and the Peace Singers. (continued on page 9)

IN CONCERT SATURDAY—Leo Kotke will appear in concert this Saturday at 8 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium. Tickets are on available from the Information Desk, all for students and $2 general admission.

Dentists to start services to start by JAMES C. STEVENSON

A new oral health program representing a major step forward in student health services will be offered to students starting next March.

The program will begin in the Student Health Center in temporary facilities in the new Student Health Center.

The program will be self-supporting for the most part, paid for by the students who use the services. Reduced fees for health cards will be eligible for students from low income families. Other students will have to pay $5 for the health card.

The program was originally implemented by the campus Student Health Committee and recommended by Dr. Billy Skolnick, director of student health services for the university.

The development of the new dental health plan was aided by Dr. Dan Miller, a San Luis Obispo area dentist and a member of the University of Southern California dental faculty.

Dr. Miller will serve as consultant to the program and will be on call during the week and at times during the week to provide professional guidance for dental technicians and other paramedical staff who will work in the oral health center.

"We expect to use individual and group counseling, as well as dental examinations, to help student patients to achieve a better level of dental health," said Dr. Miller.

Directed towards preventive medicine rather than the traditional remorative dentistry, the oral health center will refer those students needing corrective attention to their own dentists or to the local dental community.

Permanent facilities for the oral health center are contained in a new addition to the Student Health Center which is nearly 500 square feet in size. The $1 million dollar addition is expected to be complete and ready for occupancy in September.

"We expect to see individual and group counseling, as well as dental examinations, to help student patients to achieve a better level of dental health," said Dr. Miller.
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Good times found without the booze

The reasoning says to me that the person is so unaware of the reality around him and her experiences (i.e. all experiences of life involving communication with others) that he hasn't the faintest idea as to how long he is here. His only knowledge of the time he is spending is that it is a happy thing to do, and he has the ability to judge himself. He's not aware of the fact that there is no such thing as a "joyful" life, nor is he aware of the fact that there is no such thing as a "happy" life.

Linda Jones

Folk music...

(from previous page)
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The L.A. Times' Rickard

The reasoning says to me that the person is so unaware of the reality around him and her experiences (i.e. all experiences of life involving communication with others) that he hasn't the faintest idea as to how long he is here. His only knowledge of the time he is spending is that it is a happy thing to do, and he has the ability to judge himself. He's not aware of the fact that there is no such thing as a "joyful" life, nor is he aware of the fact that there is no such thing as a "happy" life.

Linda Jones

Editorial policy

Letters to the editor should any reply to this letter. Letters should be typed and must be signed. Bring in voices in Graphic Arts 68 and put them in the editor's mailbox.

Mudslide cynic

Editor:

Mudslide is one sure way to remove most of the grass in an easy-to-mow path, with the follow-up rains washing away the topsoil. It's a good way to get rid of the muck under the hill; at least for several seasons.
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**Actresses cause 'furor'**

**by RICK GOULART**

Editor's Note: This is the second of a two-part article on the major winners of next month's Academy Awards.

When the 48th Annual Oscar negotiations were released, there were three in the trade papers and gossip columns who did not know about the major win over the supporting actress and actor categories.

Nineteen-year-old Tatum O'Neal, who was in practically all the scenes of Peter Bogdanovich's "Paper Moon," was in competition with Madeleine Kahn, who played the role of the road show. "Tatum's talent will probably be affected by the changes," said one industry expert. "Booth the votes between Tatum and Madeleine Kahn, the latter has the potential talent in the Academy Award for Best Supporting Actress."

The supporting blocks, Candy Clark, in "American Graffiti" and Miss Blau, likely to win Best Supporting Actress, will be paid over to Tatum O'Neal and Miss Blair will split the votes between them. Sylvia Sidney, the oldest actress nominated in this category, should have a dark horse candidate for the Oscar for her starring performance as Joanna Woodward's mother "The Riddle of the Women, Winter Dreams." But it doesn't really seem all that possible.

A few members of the Academy were a little bothered by the exclusion of the late Billie Blair's more difficult sconce. "This is the seaead of the month's life," the Academy said.

Through the Industry a small group of actors nominated the same film. Many felt that Mia's running for Boat Aotrosa.

A petite young actress In her twenties, Glaoon Diets, who claimed that she did most of Mia's twenties, Billie Dits, who was In practical all the playing the role of Miss Blair, O'Neal should have been In the same film. Many felt that Mia's running for Boat Aotrosa.

"The Excorist," was belittled by "The Riddle of the Women, Winter Dreams." But it doesn't really seem all that possible.

A few members of the Academy were a little bothered by the exclusion of the late Billie Blair's more difficult sconce. "Three-part aeries prodiettag editor's note.
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**Outdoor gallery...**

(continued from page 1)

Cal Poly students had never before been able to observe the inside displays of art and architecture. The outdoor gallery will be in direct view of buildings and will be a major attraction to any student who may be interested in the Arts.

The display cases will be available for exhibits from any department or student group. All particular showing will not have to be in direct view of buildings and the display cases will be available for any student who may be interested in the Arts.

Hotline asks for helpers

Volunteers handle calls from parents and students who have problems with the "toilet," according to Prairie Elke, and once trained, they may be allowed to handle calls during the next few weeks, according to Prairie Elke.

Hotline volunteers are asked to call 944-4161 for further information.

**Auto demons sign up now**

Heavy-footed speed demons who have been crippled by the high price of gas may ease their frustration by entering the Poly Royal Soap Derby. Registration for the race is going on now and will continue until March 15. The race itself will take place on Saturday, April 15.

According to Dale Durran, chairman of the derby, anyone can sponsor a car or it must be driven by a Cal Poly student. A $10 registration fee is being charged and should be paid at the time of sign-up.

Rules, information, and application forms are now available in the activities office in the University Union. Durran said.

The path for the race will be the same as last year's starting in front of Vista Grande residence and ending by the Graphic Communications building.

**Dairy**

**Superbargain**

(1 lb 100% Beef With Everything)

only

$1.00!
Ruggers play last matches

The Mustang rugby team will end their regular season on Saturday.

Last week both "A" and "B" teams were victorious in their outings. The "A" team was a 14-0 winner over the California Rugby Club. Earlier in the season, the Poly ruggers handed the Southern California Club a 4-0 defeat.

But the CRC had some new veterans in the team that won the match this time around and the difference was quite obvious. The Mustangs were faced with an aggressive and fast moving team that gave the game and the victory to the Poly.

Although the field was muddy first 20 minutes continued to show the scoring form that enabled him to become the team's leading scorer. The "B" team of Poly did just as well as beating the "A" team of USCBS.

The "B" team has a record of 3-0 while the "A" team has come up with a record of 5-3.

This Saturday the first team will travel to Bakersfield while the second team will travel to Los Angeles for a match with Loyola University. The Lions have one of the best teams in Southern California so they will give the Poly "B" a good match.

The Mustangs are coming off the weekend where they participated in the most prestigious tournament in the United States. The Baja Barons are the trophy and they will give the Poly "B" a good match.

Most of the players on the "B" team are rookies who are getting their first exposure to rugby. Even so, the team has two games all season—two games all season.